AKIXI IN
HEALTHCARE

HEALTH IS AT THE HEART OF
A THRIVING COMMUNITY
No matter where we are, or what we do, we
all depend on a positive experience when it
comes to looking after our health. Here at
Akixi, we believe that the most meaningful
experiences in health start with good
communication.
Hospitals triaging streams of patients in need of
urgent attention rely on communication to send
the right individual to the right care provider. Clinics
assisting individuals with their road to recovery
need access to reliable communication tools to offer
ongoing help and support. Even dentists tackling
teething pains need a way to handle appointments,
bookings, and aftercare.
As innovators in the world of call and contact
analytics, Akixi helps healthcare providers
to diagnose the issues with their existing
communication strategies. With our help, you
can discover what it takes to make your practice
stronger than ever.

OVERCOMING THE HEADACHES
OF HEALTHCARE
Healthcare companies rely on the ability
to operate with perfect agility and
insight. Every doctor, nurse, and medical
professional needs to be connected to
enable a shared goal. Information needs
to flow freely and securely to ensure the
business operates efficiently and effectively,
while providing patients with a positive
experience.

Here at Akixi, we understand the challenges that
healthcare groups face every day, from managing
complex costs and budgets, to dealing with
staff shortages, and ensuring effective resource
management.
Akixi’s reporting and analytics solutions will help
you to understand your business like never before.
Explore solutions that empower your team to be
more efficient, while improving patient experience,
minimising wait times, and maximising revenue.

THE CURE FOR HEALTHCARE
COMMUNICATION
Delivering an incredible healthcare
experience begins with understanding the
connections between your team and your
patients.
We’ll help you to discover how many calls you’re
missing from patients, and what this means for your
revenue. We can deliver reports on your call traffic
by the day, or half-hour interval, so you can see
when your peak calling periods are, and whether you
need to adjust or extend your opening hours.

Akixi gives you the insight you need to optimise
essential resources, ensuring your team is properly
supported during the busiest times of the day,
week or month. You can even look at opportunities
to scale back during quieter periods. Through
information delivered in real time, you can:
• Discover how to reduce call waiting times for
patients who need help fast
• Deliver SLAs for patients who need extra peace of
mind
• Access useful information about how many calls/
emails you handle per day
• Unlock new insights into opportunities for business
growth
Is your healthcare company’s communication
strategy as strong as it could be? Reach out to Akixi
to discover how we can help you thrive.

FAQS
1. Can Akixi software help improve our
patient call waiting times?

3. Can I report on the different types of calls
I am getting, and when?

Yes, Akixi can report on calls received by month,
day, week, even by half hour interval. Optimise your
resources by ensuring your team is properly staffed
during busy times, and look to scale back during
quieter periods.

You can give every call an account code (sometimes
called an ‘activity code’) e.g. ‘appointments’,
‘prescriptions’, ‘test results’, ‘vaccinations’ – then
report on these codes to identify trends over
different timeframes. Do you need more staff to
manage appointment bookings between 08:0010:00am? Are people more likely to request
prescriptions on Mondays?

The wallboard gives you real-time visibility of metrics
including calls waiting, average talk time, and call
abandon rate – giving you the insight you need to
make improvements to the patient experience.

2. Why does my business need a call/contact
management application?
Call/contact management solutions can help every
business manage its customer interactions more
effectively. See where your calls have come from,
how long are your customers waiting on hold for,
what is the average talk time, how many calls have
you missed calls and is that potential lost revenue?
Do you need to adjust your business hours or
increase staff numbers at certain times?
Akixi solutions help businesses across a variety
of sectors to optimise interactions for a gamechanging, ultra-responsive customer experience.

4. Can Akixi provide me with a business
telephony system?
As specialists in call and contact reporting and
analytics software, Akixi only provides the reporting
application. However, we work with a network of
over 500 partners worldwide who will work with
you to discuss the best telephony platform for your
business and will include Akixi analytics software
into the overall solution for you. Get in touch with us
to find out more about our IT/telecoms partners.

5. Do I have to install any additional
software or hardware to use Akixi?
No, you don’t. Since Akixi is a cloud-based software
service, no peripheral hardware or software is
required. You simply log in from your web browser
or the Akixi mobile app and we will ensure you are
always up to date with your Akixi reports on the
latest software version. Get more details on the full
range of call and contact analytics solutions at
Akixi.

THE POWER OF THE CLOUD
Highly scalable – 2 to 10,000 users
Quick and easy set up
Simple monthly per-user charge
Flexible – increase/decrease the
service as your business needs
change
No additional hardware or
software required

Automatic upgrades and
product enhancements
Any time, anywhere access –
via desktop, laptop, tablet or
smartphone, plus Akixi app

REPORT EXAMPLES

Wallboard
This real-time report shows
calls coming into a Prescriptions
processing team. See how many
calls are currently queueing and
what the average waiting time is for
patients. How many calls have been
answered or missed, and what is
the monetary value of those missed
calls? You can also set SLA targets
and display that on the wallboard to
ensure your team is on track.

Calls by Half Hour
This report in chart view shows the
quantity of inbound and abandoned
calls for each half-hour period during
the day yesterday. This enables you
to see trends in call traffic, identify
peak times, pinpoint times of the day
when you may be missing more calls,
and potentially determine whether
your staff resourcing could be
adjusted to meet patient demands
more effectively.

Calls by Group
By organising your extensions into
groups, you can then report on the
calling operations for these groups,
rather than individual extensions.
There is a huge variety of metrics to
choose from so customise the report
to suit your own requirements, for
example, show how many calls each
group is receiving, identity whether
one of your teams is missing more
calls than the other teams.

WORKING WITH

AS PART OF THE NHS WE HAVE A DUTY TO MANAGE OUR COSTS CLOSELY AND WITH AKIXI
WE ONLY PAY FOR THE FUNCTIONS WE USE, SO THERE’S NO WASTED EXPENSE. AKIXI’S
HOSTED CALL MANAGEMENT HAS MET OUR NEEDS, BALANCED WITH REASONABLE
ONGOING COSTS. EMPLOYING MORE STAFF TO ANSWER PHONE CALLS WAS SIMPLY NOT AN
OPTION, SO AKIXI HAS ALLOWED US TO USE EXISTING RESOURCES MORE EFFECTIVELY TO
MEET PATIENT NEEDS.
– Stella Crookes, Gleadless Medical Centre

NEXT STEPS
Contact Akixi today to understand how we are enabling the healthcare sector to
achieve more.
Visit www.akixi.com/book-a-demo to request an online demonstration of our
reporting and analytics software.

Get in touch:
+44 (0)1293 853060
info@akixi.com
www.akixi.com

Join the conversation:
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